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Overview
Setting the Context: De-Constructing Information Continuum 
and 'librarian' E-Services
A few more words concerning my professional background
E-Services = complex interfaces to sets of information objects  
and functions ...
... changing objects and basic operations ...
... in a changed and more than often messy technical 
environment (WWW, a few words about the prince) ...
... and new services & skills required from libraries (?) in this 
process of change
Some concluding words on the vital importance of 'open' 
approaches and of a cultural continuum.
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Information Continuum: 
traditional implementation
Author = write
Review
= read+
write
Publish
= print
Quote
= Write
Annotate
= Write
Organise
= store, catalogue, 
classify
Access/
Comprehend
= Read
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Information Continuum: 
electrified/emulation mode
Author = 'Write'
(Office/LaTeX)
Review
= read+
'Write'
(Office/LaTeX)
Publish
= 'Print'
(PDF)
Quote
= 'Write'
(Office/LaTeX)
Access/
Comprehend
= Read
Annotate
= 'Write'
(Office/LaTeX)
Organise
= automate/electrify
storage+cataloguing
PDF 
or 
similar
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Information Continuum:
going digital
Author = generate
XML/XSLT
Review
= e-annotate 
(public?)
Publish
= Stabilise,
version,ap-
ply identifier
Quote
= Identify,
'point to', 
address
microstructures
Access/
Comprehend
= 'Read'???
Annotate
= e-annotate 
Inline?
Connected 
to 'text'?
How?
Organise
= ???
XML+
XSLT
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Institutional Information Continuum:
functional abstraction
Information
Management
Authentication &
Authorisation
'user': scientists and students
Teaching &
Research
OUTPUT
Publication 
function
INPUT
Core 'Library'
 function
Administration
(finance,
students, 
courses, 
examinations)
E-Teaching &
E-learning
Virtualisation
Evaluation,  
Measuring 
Impact
Research
documentation
Study 
organisation 
& 
documentation
Text, images, sound, ...
Content-/Document Management
Librarian E-Services
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Information Continuum:
conceptual layered abstraction
Carrier layer
Storage and transportation 
(HW, computing,networks, Bits&Bytes)
Syntax layer
rules/administration
(Middleware: CMS, MM, A3, 
lower level SemWeb etc.)
Pragmatic semantic level
production, processing and use of information as part of
specific functionality (research, teaching, administration)
Formalized semantic level
semantic aggregation and mediation
(interfacing to application level)
I2M
Librarian
E-
services
Comput
ing 
Center
E-
services
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Basic entities: ‚books‘ vs. 
electronic information objects
Functions are changing, information objects too!
 The Hard-Copy issue: Books/book-like objects differ funda-
mentally from born digital objects! Even though it seems trivial, this 
distinction is richer in implications than we usually are aware of
4 Examples
Relation storage – presentation
Device based vs. device independent access
Linear vs. networked semantic coherence creation
Pre- vs. post-processing/structuring (TOC, indexes and the 
like!)
 What does this change imply for 'libraries'? To what extent are 
they bound to 'print' as an information paradigm?
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Basic Entities: 
'meaning', 'signs' and 'things'
Carrier <-> content / signifier <-> significate
When mentally organizing 'content' what are we actually 
referring to: 
'things'?
pointers to 'things'?
meta-'things'?
'signs'
And at what level in the 'semantic web' layer cake  does 
'significance' start?
(And does this apply in a uniform manner across all 
disciplines?)
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Technical Environment:
WWW and information entropy
In terms of information ecology, WWW and the Internet are a 
rather messy environment made up of trash and pearls (Weizenbaum).
A curious blend of metaphors: a 'network' with 'sites', 'pages' 
and 'documents'
A data accumulation and transport machine, a carrier medium
Based on 'Brute force' operations both on the accumulative 
and on the selective side resulting in
A fragile information economy and (at times)
Coming close to 'white noise' / entropy
Do 'libraries' have a specific role in tidying up this environment?
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Beyond emulation:
future digital 'library' services
What happens when moving beyond mere emulation traditional 
functionality and information objects in an digital, network based 
environment? And what could be the specific contribution of 
'libraries' in this process?
Distinguish the Computer Science and the Librarian perspective of 'Digital 
Libraries' (DL): I am adopting the librarian point of view ...
DLs are not organizational entities but interfaces to a sets of e-science 
functionality and information objects
Which metaphors to use for such entities? ‚Digital Libraries‘ and ‚E-Books‘ 
are profoundly misleading and treaching metaphors (even though maybe 
temporarily necessary) => “DL services”
Two examples of such services: personalisation and selection, metadata 
creation and management (making libraries Certification Agency Nodes 
would have been a third one, but ...)
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Personalisation and 
Selection Services
Library functionality in the traditional continuum: acquisition and 
recommendation services
Potential/suggested successors: Google, data mining tools, 
semantic extraction tools
Key added value of librarian work: fill the gap between brute 
force pre-processing and genuine scientific activity.
Target layer: interface between formal and pragmatic semantics
Some required skills / knowledge: XML, XSLT, RDF, OWL, 
semantic clustering and visualisation techniques. Some cultural 
background ... - do librarians actually have these skills?
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Metadata Creation and 
Management
Library functionality in the traditional continuum: cataloguing, 
subject indexing
Potential / suggested successors: authors? Machine agents??
Key added value of librarian work: further refine pre-aggregated 
metadata (preferably using automation techniques in turn) and 
cluster these on abstraction levels that help transforming data 
into 'knowledge' using advanced techniques for selection, 
aggregation and grouping of information.
Target layer: interface between syntax and formalized semantics.
Some required skills / knowledge: XML, RDF, OWL, FRBR, CRM-
CIDOC. Some cultural background ... 
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Pointers: the basic mechanism
Pointer
(e. g. 
shelfmark or
http://www....)
Metadata
(Descriptive, 
identifying, 
administrative)
Information objects
(Books, electronic files etc.)
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Pointers: mediated vs. direct access
‚mediator‘ (librarian or system)
pointe
r
http:/
/www
.xyz.
org/d
ocum
ent
Digital information 
object
Metadata
(Work + parts of 
expression/manifestation)
Book
pointer(shelfmark 
or other action required)
‚copy‘ metadata (parts of 
expression/manifestation + 
item)
Transforming librarian
pointers into URLs is 
not a useful approach!
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An Excursion to FRBR (I)
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An Excursion to FRBR (II)
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... and a proposal, frbr:rdfs
A future way of defining and implementing 'cataloguing rules' might 
be encoded like this:
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
    <!ENTITY a 'file:/F:/apps/Kaon/ontologies/frbr#'>
    <!ENTITY kaon 'http://kaon.semanticweb.org/2001/11/kaon-lexical#'>
    <!ENTITY rdf 'http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'>
    <!ENTITY rdfs 'http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#'>
]>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="work"><rdfs:label xml:lang="en">work</rdfs:label></rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="expression">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">expression</rdfs:label><rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#work"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="manifestation"><rdfs:label xml:lang="en">manifestation</rdfs:label>
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#expression"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="item">
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">item</rdfs:label><rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#manifestation"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="language">
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">language</rdfs:label><rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#expression"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="title">
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">title</rdfs:label>
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#work"/><rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#expression"/>
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#manifestation"/><rdfs:range rdf:resource="#expression"/><rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="#manifestation"/>
</rdf:Property>
</rdf:RDF>
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frbr:rdfs: a slightly more friendly view
A potential future way of defining and implementing 'cataloguing 
rules' might look like this:
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Some benefits of frbr:rdfs
Make librarian metadata resources WWW-transparent which 
are today part of the 'hidden web'
Do so without drowning the WWW with heavily redundant 
cataloguing information
Potential of inference based models for generating syntactic 
and semantic metadata
Make librarian classification and thesaurus building work 
available as a resource for ontology building
BUT: are librarians really prepared for this kind of work?
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The need for Open Approaches
'Open' Approaches (Open Access and Open Source) are 
essential to make e-research work. They ensure
Equality of E-Research players
Transparency of E-Research methods
Non-exclusive control of E-Research resources 
Persistency of E-Research results
Fair competition scenarios in E-Research
Open approaches are vital for free and efficient circulation of 
information and knowledge in the Digital Scientific Commons
Librarians may have a specific role to play in making these 
Scientific Commons become alive!
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The importance of a 
Cultural Continuum
From 'storytelling' to 'writing', from the 'Scriptorium' to 'Print'
From desk research to 'e-research', from libraries to ???
Machines may be 'happy' with sets of standards and 
protocols
Humans continue to need a social space for research 
interaction and for the exchange and aggregation of 'results'
Knowledge creation is more than just an ever repeating 
circle of data assembly, processing and re-aggregation of 
this information 
Knowledge creation vitally depends on a cultural continuum
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A future Information 
Continuum
Author
Review
Publish
Refer to
Access/
Comprehend
Annotate
Organise
Probably not circular / linear but “networked”
A De-Constructing Continuum ...
... calling for a De-Construction of “Libraries”!
Thank you for your patience and attention
Text
